The finite dimension of the incident beam used to read out volume holographic gratings has interesting effects on their filtering properties. As the readout beam gets narrower, there is more deviation from the ideal response predicted for monochromatic plane waves. In this paper we experimentally explore beam-width-dependent phenomena such as wavelength selectivities, angular selectivities, and diffracted beam profiles. Volume gratings in both reflection and transmission geometries are investigated near 1550 nm. Numerical simulations utilizing the technique of Fourier decomposition provide a satisfactory explanation and confirm that the spread of spatial harmonics is the main contributing factor.
Introduction
A volume holographic grating (VHG) consists of a periodically modulated refractive index pattern imprinted within a bulk recording material, e.g., glasses, 1 photorefractive crystals, 2 and photosensitive polymers. 3 Without loss of generality, such a grating can be represented as n ͑ r ͒ ϭ n ϩ ⌬n cos K · r, (1) where K is the grating vector, n is the (average) refractive index of the medium, and ⌬n stands for the index modulation depth as a result of the recording process.
Plane waves are the eigenmodes in an unperturbed, homogeneous medium and VHGs are capable of efficiently coupling plane waves with different wave vectors when energy and momentum are conserved. The maximum coupling strength is achieved between the incident and the diffracted waves when the Bragg condition
is satisfied, where k i and k d are the wave vectors of the incident and diffracted waves, respectively. The principle of optical filtering by a VHG is therefore based on the distinction between optical fields that satisfy the Bragg condition and those that do not. Operation with free space optics further renders it an extremely versatile tool for optical information processing.
The coupling effects between plane waves mediated by VHGs have been treated rigorously with various theoretical approaches, e.g., coupled-mode analysis 4, 5 and the matrix method. 6 We will use these well-established results as given for our numerical simulations.
Unlike thin gratings, VHGs are very sensitive to phase mismatch because of less ambiguity allowed in the momentum space. Thanks to its excellent selectivity, VHGs have become an ideal candidate for various promising technological applications such as neural networks, 7 optical correlators, 8 and holographic data storage. 9, 10 VHGs also prove useful in telecommunications; essentially a one-dimensional photonic crystal when ⌬n is appreciable ͑⌬n Ն 10 Ϫ4 ͒, holographic gratings in the reflection geometry can serve as superior filters 11, 12 for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) thanks to their low cross talk and readily engineered bandwidths.
The versatility of VHGs provides the motivation behind our work presented here. In this paper we show the experimentally measured beam-width dependence of the wavelength selectivity, angular selectivity, and diffracted beam profiles of VHGs in both the reflection and the transmission geometries for s-polarized fields. With the help of Fourier analysis, we can satisfactorily explain the interesting discrepancies between the experimental data and the ideal results predicted for plane waves.
Theoretical Consideration
In Fig. 1 , we consider how a VHG affects a monochromatic incident optical field whose complex amplitude is E i ͑x, y, z͒. VHG R-T represents a volume holographic grating in the reflection-transmission geometry. The grating length measures L along the z axis and its x-y cross section (much larger than the beam area) can be regarded as infinite for all practical cases. With the knowledge of f͑x, y͒ ϭ E i ͑x, y, z ϭ 0͒, the complex amplitude of the incident beam E i ͑x, y, z͒ can be uniquely determined by the diffraction integral in the case of propagation in a homogeneous medium:
where . For an obliquely incident optical field (tilted by ), such as E i Ј͑x, y, z͒ in Fig. 1 , a simple change of variable can be used to simplify the mathematical expressions xЈ ϭ x cos ϩ z sin , zЈ ϭ Ϫx sin ϩ z cos .
The angle of incidence is the angle between the beam propagation direction and the normal of the input face z ϭ 0. Unless noted otherwise, is measured inside the VHG.
The presence of the VHG with frequency response H͑k i ; k d ͒ provides the opportunity for some of the incident plane-wave components F͑k ix , k iy ͒e Ϫjk i ·r in the incident field to be diffracted and gives rise to the (diffracted) plane-wave components:
Since this is a linear system, the diffracted beam will be the integral sum of all diffracted plane waves
Placing a detector (e.g., D diff in the experimental setup as depicted in Fig. 2 ) at the output plane ͚o to measure the diffracted field intensity, the diffraction efficiency can be calculated from the diffracted and transmitted field intensities:
The derivation of the appropriate transfer function H͑k i ; k d ͒ of a VHG has been treated by an abundance of literature 4 -6 and will be used as given in our simulations.
Numerical Simulations and Experimental Results
Here we present the experimental results and numerical simulations of VHGs in the reflection and transmission geometries separately. In all cases the electric fields are perpendicular to the plane of inci- dence (s polarized). For each geometry we first describe the experimental setup and then compare the measurements and theoretical predictions for two different beam widths. All VHGs used were provided by Ondax Incorporated and recorded on photosensitive glass plates. The absorption of the glass is negligible.
A. Reflection Geometry
In telecommunications, WDM filters are needed to select and͞or manipulate a desired wavelength from a bank of available channels. In reconfigurable communication systems, tunable optical filters play an increasingly important part. Examples include tunable arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), 13 wavelength tuning based on varying temperature, 14 and the application of stress. 15 Tunable filters have also been realized in reflection-geometry VHGs by means of angular tuning. 16 To appreciate and efficiently utilize this filtering configuration, it is important to know how oblique incidence impacts the filtering properties.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 2 ; a reflection-geometry VGH, VGH R , whose grating period ⌳ is approximately 532 nm (the Bragg wavelength at normal incidence is approximately 1581 nm) is mounted on a rotational stage for precise angular control. The light from a tunable laser source (tuning range 1520-1600 nm) is channeled through a fiber collimator (Newport Model f-col-9-15) and used to conduct measurements. The interaction length at normal incidence L is 14 mm. The output laser beam profile from the collimator is Gaussian with a diameter W of 0.5 mm, which is the spatial width across its intensity profile where it drops to 1͞e 2 of the peak value. A beam expander ͑5ϫ͒ consisting of two cylindrical lenses (a negative lens with a focal length of Ϫ15 mm and a positive lens with a focal length of 75 mm) can be moved in to widen the incident beam. The angular spread of the (un-)expanded beam is calculated to be Ϸ͑0.15°͒0.03°inside the glass, corresponding to Ϸ͑0.225°͒0.045°in the air.
For each incident angle and wavelength of interest, the power of both the transmitted and the diffracted beams are monitored, from which the diffraction efficiency can be calculated. A razor blade that is motion controlled by a translation stage can be moved across the diffracted beam to measure its intensity profile. The distance between the razor blade and the output face is approximately 50 mm.
Wavelength Selectivity
To measure wavelength selectivity curves, incident angle is first set to one of a series of predetermined values, from 0°to 13.3°, and then a wavelength scan is carried out. Figure 3(a) shows the results obtained with the narrow, unexpanded beam B N ͑W ϭ 0.5 mm͒; the transmittance ͑ϭ1 Ϫ ͒ curves are plotted in decibels. Each valleylike feature corresponds to strong coupling of the incident beam to the 
The same set of measurements performed for the wide, expanded beam B W ͑W ϭ 2.5 mm͒ is summarized in Fig. 3(b) . As we can see, the almost constant transmittance for B W at oblique incidence contrasts strongly with the increasing transmittance of B N , which is predicted by numerical simulations. The transfer function H ϭ E d ͑xЈ, y, zЈ ϭ 0͒͞ E i ͑xЈ, y, zЈ ϭ 0͒ used for all reflection-geometry simulations is
where we have set K ϭ K, ⌬␤ ϭ 2k cos Ϫ K, and the coupling constant ϭ ⌬n͑͞ cos ͒. Parameter s is defined as
The quantitative comparison is further summarized in Fig. 4 ; the numerical simulations (calculated with an index modulation ⌬n ϭ 4.7 ϫ 10
Ϫ4
) agree well with the experimental data.
Angular Selectivity
To measure the angular selectivity curves, the incident angle is first set to one of a series of predetermined values. With the wavelength tuned to the appropriate Bragg wavelength B according to Eq. Again the minimum transmittance increases much more rapidly for B N than for B W as we tilt the beam from normal to oblique incidence. An interesting feature common to both B N and B W is the dramatic decrease of the angular bandwidth ⌬ BW at oblique incidence.
Some of the angular selectivity curves, as traced out by dashed curves in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), near normal incidence have a "twin-valley" ͑͒ shape. Each of them can be thought of as the "fusion" of two normal, single-dip angular selectivity curves positioned close together. Owing to geometric degeneracy at normal incidence, the effects caused by a positive Fig. 4 . Summary of the wavelength selectivity measurements and the comparison with numerical simulations. The increasing transmission of the narrow beam at oblique incidence contrasts strongly with the transmission of the expanded beam, which does not increase much at oblique incidence. are equivalent to those caused by a negative one in the reflection geometry; whenever is small compared with ⌬ BW , such "fusion" will inevitably occur. This is the reason why we observe the increase of ⌬ BW prior to its drastic decrease.
The angular and wavelength selectivity curves do not behave independently. The relationships between them can be unraveled if we consider the spatial harmonic components of the incident beam. At normal incidence, the VHG's angular bandwidth ⌬ BW is wide and diffracts most spatial harmonics contained within both B N and B W , therefore approaches 100%. If we slightly tilt the incident beam away from the normal, we effectively increase ⌬ BW and almost all spatial harmonics remain strongly diffracted and the wavelength selectivity curve does not change much. Around normal incidence where we get the -shaped angular selectivity, the angular and wavelength selectivity of B N differs little from that of B W . However, as we tilt the incident beam past an angular threshold ͑Ϸ1°in our case), ⌬ BW starts to decrease sharply and a smaller and smaller portion of the spatial harmonic content of B N gets diffracted efficiently by the grating. On the other hand, B W is not affected as much thanks to its narrower spatial frequency spread. This is when B W starts to have a higher diffraction efficiency because part of the energy of B N spills out of the ⌬ BW angular stop band along with the undiffracted spatial components. To put it succinctly, the product of a VHG's angular selectivity curve and the angular spectrum of the incident beam determines the diffraction efficiency and filter shape of the VHG.
Diffracted Beam Profiles
In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) , we show the experimentally measured and numerically simulated diffracted beam intensity profiles for B N and B W , respectively. The legend in Fig. 7(a) applies to both plots. At oblique incidence, we see that the diffracted beam of B N is stretched out from its original Gaussian profile. On the contrary, the diffracted beams of B W maintain their Gaussian-like profiles. This phenomenon is again attributed to the strong angular filtering suffered by B N thanks to the VHG: its wider diffracted beam profiles are the results of less diffracted spatial harmonic components. This effect is not readily observable for B W because most of its spatial harmonics are still diffracted. Again the simulations can accurately predict the measured data.
B. Transmission Geometry

Experimental Setup
For the measurements of a VHG in the transmission geometry, we replace VHG R with VHG T in Fig. 2 . The only differences are the grating orientation and the position of the detector for the diffraction beam. The intensity profile of the diffracted beams is measured 50 mm from the output face.
The grating period ⌳ of VGH T is approximately 5.94 m, and the Bragg angle B at 1560 nm is roughly 5°. The index modulation ⌬n is estimated to Fig. 6 . Summary of the angular selectivity measurements. The 0.5 dB angular bandwidth, ⌬ BW , is plotted against the angle of incidence . Numerical simulations are seen to agree well with the experimental data. Fig. 7 . Diffracted beam intensity profiles for three incident angles from normal to oblique incidence in the reflection geometry. be 4.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 and the interaction length L at normal incidence is 3 mm.
Wavelength Selectivity
The procedure for measuring the wavelength selectivity curves is as follows: we first rotate VGH T such that Ϸ 5.1°(which is the Bragg angle for ϭ 1590 nm) and then the wavelength is scanned from 1520 to 1600 nm. The resulting selectivity curves for B N and B W are shown together in Fig. 8 . Along with the measured data we also plot the numerically simulated curves. The selectivity curves are seen to be quite wide. This is because of the very shallow incident angle (small value of ). The transfer function H ϭ E d ͑xЈ, y, zЈ ϭ L͒͞E i ͑xЈ, y, zЈ ϭ 0͒ used for all transmission-geometry simulations is
where we have d ϭ arcsin͑K͞k i Ϫ sin ͒ and ⌬␤ ϭ k͑cos Ϫ cos d ͒, and the parameter s is defined as
For plane waves, ϭ sin 2 ͑⌬nL͞ cos ͒ when the Bragg condition is satisfied. We see that reaches 100% when the parameter ⌬nL͞ cos is equal to 0.5, 1.5, . . . , . In our experiments, this parameter is Ϸ0.91 and therefore the maximum value of occurs when a phase mismatch is present instead of when Bragg matched. This behavior transpires because part of the diffracted beam is coupled back into the transmitted beam and is reduced.
Angular Selectivity
The angular selectivity curves are measured by scanning around the Bragg angle when the wavelength is fixed at 1560 nm. The measured curves for B N and B W along with the theoretically predicted responses are plotted in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).
We do not get the maximum diffracted intensity at the Bragg angle but at a certain amount of angular detuning ͑⌬ ϭ Ϫ B Ϸ Ϯ0.13°͒. As we increase the absolute angular detuning |⌬| from 0°, our angular selectivity curves are traced out almost symmetrically around the Bragg angle B . The numerical simulation matches the experimental data so well that even the absence and͞or presence of a local "bump" at B for B N ͞B W is accurately depicted. structive interference at the center of the diffracted beam.
Diffracted Beam Profiles
Conclusion
The angular selectivity of a volume holographic grating determines its beam-width-dependent behaviors. Whenever the constituent plane-wave components of the incident beam are selectively diffracted by the volume grating, deviation from the ideal response predicted by the plane-wave solution will take place, especially for narrow optical beams. Taking advantage of the technique of Fourier decomposition combined with plane-wave solutions to the VHGs proves to be extremely useful for accurately characterizing and predicting the diffraction effects experienced by a finite incident beam owing to a VHG. Such characterization will be useful for evaluating the performance of optical systems employing VHGs, determining the optimal parameters at the design phase, and improving existing optical systems. 
